A i£-coloured rooted tree t is said to have colour partition L if L is a K X oo matrix with elements l tj equal to the number of non-root vertices of colour i and degree j. If adjacent vertices are of different colours then t is called a chromatic tree and L a chromatic partition. The tree has edge partition D where D is a K X K matrix with elements dij equal to the number of edges, directed away from the root, from a vertex of colour i to a vertex of colour j.
Introduction.
A i£-coloured rooted tree t is said to have colour partition L if L is a K X oo matrix with elements l tj equal to the number of non-root vertices of colour i and degree j. If adjacent vertices are of different colours then t is called a chromatic tree and L a chromatic partition. The tree has edge partition D where D is a K X K matrix with elements dij equal to the number of edges, directed away from the root, from a vertex of colour i to a vertex of colour j.
In this paper we consider a method for enumerating trees with respect to colour and degree information. The method makes use of elementary decompositions of trees, and the functional equations which are induced. A number of new results are obtained by this means. More specifically, we consider (Section 3) the enumeration of rooted plane X-coloured trees with given colour and edge partitions. Remarkably, the number of such trees which are planted is a multiple of the number of spanning arborescences on a graph with the edge partition as its adjacency matrix. This result is used (Section 4) to obtain the number of rooted plane i£-chromatic trees with fixed chromatic partition, a number given by Tutte [5] for planted trees in the case K = 2. Finally, a new combinatorial correspondence between two sets of trees is given (Section 5) which yields the de Bruijn-van Aardenne Ehrenfest-Smith-Tutte (BEST) theorem as a special case.
We use a familiar decomposition of rooted trees. Associated with this is a system of functional equations which may be solved by a specialisation, given in Section 2, of the Lagrange theorem in many variables. The specialisation accounts for the persistence, in combinatorial enumeration, of determinants of matrices with row and column constraints (see, for example, [6] ).
Throughout this paper we use the notation: the number of non-root vertices of colour i is n t = ]C^i/<;•(= ]Cf=i^*)'» the sum °f the out " degrees (edges are directed away from the root) of non-root vertices of colour i is q t = X^i 0 "" ^)hj\ the number of non-root vertices is N + 1 = n\ + . . . + n Ky where K is the number of colours. the multinomial coefficient, where7 = i\ + . . .
The Lagrange theorem and a specialisation. The following
theorem is the multivariate extension of the Lagrange theorem to formal power series. Proof. See [3] and [4] for formulas which are easily shown to be equivalent to the above by simple row and column multiplication.
The following corollary is useful in allowing us to avoid the extraction of coefficients from the determinant in Theorem 2.1. where C r denotes the cyclic group of order r.
Proof, (i) We note that the vertex adjacent to the root has degree k + 1, and colour j for some k ^ 0 and j = 1, . . . , K.
(ii) Select r plane planted trees and identify roots. since ||ô^w* -dij\\ = 0. The result follows from Lemma 3.1 (ii) using the cycle index polynomial for the cyclic group.
An immediate specialisation of Theorem 3.2 to the case K = 1, r = 1 gives us Tutte's result [5] , that the number of plane planted trees with ij non-root vertices of degree j, for j This result allows us to identify the determinant which is involved in Theorem 3.2.
THEOREM 5.1.
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 3.2.
We now derive the BEST theorem [1] , a correspondence between Eulerian dicircuits and spanning arborescences, from Theorem 5.1. 
